Options
Options for this aircon
If you have a MyAir+ system, you may select different settings for each unit.
Aircon name
Name:

Press to rename your aircon.
rename

AC

MyComfort

To enable a
MyComfort
feature, select
any of these
buttons.

mysleep$aver

myfan speed

myzone mytemp myauto

temperature control

Select your style
of temperature control here

MyComfort

This section of the screen allows you to set the specific MyComfort features you would like
the MyAir system to run.
mysleep$aver
This mode will automatically adjust your Aircon from COOL to FAN mode overnight from
10pm to 6am, it will then adjust itself back. If you are looking to save energy during hot
summer nights or help reduce noise for sleeping neighbours this mode is for you.
mysleep$aver is
active

This icon will show in the Mode
page when mysleep$aver is active.

NOTE: While mysleep$aver is active, the only adjustment that can be made is turning the
unit ON or OFF and the opening or closing of zones. When this mode is active, scenes that
run during this time will ignore any Aircon settings that have been created except when the
unit was set to turn off.
myfan speed
This feature allows MyAir to automatically adjust the unit fan speed based on the current
number of open zones.
If myfan is enabled it will override any Unit Controlled Auto Fan Mode and list it as myfan.

low

medium

high

myfan

temperature control
These options are only available to systems with temperature sensors and the MyZone
feature enabled.
myzone
When a room or zone is selected as MyZone, your MyAir
system will make this area the focus of your Aircon. It will work
to reach this rooms desired temp and then to maintain this
temperature.
NOTE: It is recommended to set MyZone as the area that
needs the most constant airflow to achieve its set
temperature. This would be the hottest room in summer or
coldest room in winter.
mytemp
This feature acts as an automated MyZone. mytemp will
automatically select the zone with the greatest difference
between actual and desired temperatures. Once this zone is
selected and the desired temp is reached, a new room will be
selected and the process repeated.
NOTE: This mode is only available when using cooling or
heating.

cool

heat

fan

dry

myauto

myauto
Taking mytemp to the next level, myauto gives you full
temperature automation. This feature not only selects a zone
as MyZone, it will also change the mode of Aircon between
cooling and heating.
When enabled it will average all open zone temps and aim to
maintain them at a temperature between 20 and 24 degrees.
Once this feature is enabled you can select it on the main
mode page.

Options for this system
The options below will reflect across all AC Units in your system.
Post Code

Location:

Press to set your Post Code

set

6100

Press to
enable or
disabled
the feature

Show Actual Temps

Google Home

3

add

Number of paired devices

Press to add a device

Paired Google:

Location
This will let you set your location by entering your Post Code. This is required for the
MyMonitor and MySunset features to work properly.
Show Actual Temps
This will display the actual temperature of the room or zone when enabled.
Google Home
This will enable or disable the Smart Khaya feature. It allows you to control MyPlace using
Google assistant.
NOTE: Disabling this will clear the existing paired devices.
Paired Google
Press the add button to go the “Pair Google Account” page where you can pair your device
to Smart Khaya.

